
 

Would an eruption in Melbourne really
match Hawaii's volcanoes? Here's the
evidence
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Credit: AI-generated image (disclaimer)

Spectacular images of recent volcanic eruptions in Hawaii are a little
disheartening – especially given news reports suggesting there is a
sleeping volcano under Melbourne that could awaken and erupt at any
moment.
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https://sciencex.com/help/ai-disclaimer/
https://www.9now.com.au/60-minutes/2018/extras/clips/clip-cjkqhcva4001g0rpdqb1uovfw
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4972456/Volcano-erupt-Melbourne-time.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4972456/Volcano-erupt-Melbourne-time.html


 

Understanding the geological differences between Melbourne and
Hawaii is really helpful in working out how we can keep an eye on
future risks in Australia.

The Newer Volcanics Province

Victoria and South Australia do host an active volcanic field, called the
Newer Volcanics Province (NVP). This is not a single volcano with a
large single chamber of molten rock (magma)—the common image of a
volcano—but a widespread field of multiple small volcanoes, each with a
small volume of magma.

Melbourne lies at the eastern end of the NVP, and the most recent
eruptions in this area occurred over a million years ago.

Mt Gambier in southeastern South Australia represents the western
margin of the volcanic field and the most recent eruption—only 5,000
years ago.

Between Melbourne and Mt Gambier there are more than 400 small
volcanoes that erupted over a period of 6 million years.

The NVP was most active between 4.5 million to 5,000 years ago and
volcanologists consider the field to still be "active" with the potential for
future eruptions.

We do not know when the next eruption will take place.
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https://phys.org/tags/magma/
http://volcano.oregonstate.edu/how-volcano-defined-being-active-dormant-or-extinct


 

  

Location of the Newer Volcanics Province in southeast Australia showing the
extent of lava flows and the different types of volcanoes. Credit: Julie Boyce
2013

The NVP is located within a tectonic plate – and not along a plate edge
like the Ring of Fire volcanoes (for example, Mt Agung on Bali).

Tectonic plates are large slabs of rock made up of the Earth's crust and
uppermost part of the mantle (the lithosphere) which form the outer
shell of the Earth, and move around slowly relative to each other.

Volcanoes act in different ways

While Kilauea volcano in Hawaii is also located within a tectonic plate, it
has several key differences with the NVP in Southeastern Australia.
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https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/08120099.2013.806954
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/08120099.2013.806954
https://www.geolsoc.org.uk/Plate-Tectonics/Chap2-What-is-a-Plate
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/lithosphere/
https://volcanoes.usgs.gov/observatories/hvo/hvo_volcanoes.html


 

Magma source and volume

While Hawaii sources large volumes of magma from deep within the
Earth, the NVP only receives small amounts of magma from just below
the Earth's crust.

It's worth noting here that the makeup of the magma is similar in both
locations, with both erupting runny basalt – a type of rock low in silica,
and high in iron and magnesium.

We suspect that in Australia's NVP, magma can move very fast from its
source to the surface (on a time scale of days). This can bring rock
fragments of the mantle (xenoliths) to the surface as the magma moves
too fast for them to melt.
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https://pubs.geoscienceworld.org/gsa/geology/article-abstract/42/12/1031/131405
https://pubs.geoscienceworld.org/gsa/geology/article-abstract/42/12/1031/131405
https://www.britannica.com/science/basalt
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Volcanoes of the Newer Volcanics Province (a) Mt Napier, SE of Hamilton (b)
The Noorat complex (c) The Mt Gambier Volcanic Complex, near Mt Gambier
(d) The Mt Schank Volcanic Complex, near Mt Gambier (e) Purrumbete
volcano, near Camperdown (f ) Tower Hill volcano, near Warrnambool (g) The
Red Rock Volcanic Complex, near Colac. Credit: Ray Cas and co authors

Eruption frequency

Hawaiian volcanoes can erupt numerous times, but NVP volcanoes are
largely monogenetic—that is, each only erupt once or over a restricted
period of time.

Crust thickness

Hawaii is located on the oceanic crust of the Pacific Tectonic Plate,
which is a thin (around 7 km) layer of material that is dense and rich in
iron. The magma can rise through this crust quite easily.

In contrast, the NVP is located on continental crust which is much
thicker (about 30km), richer in silica and much less dense. Magma finds
it much harder to travel through this kind of material.

Water adds danger

The explosivity of a volcanic eruption can depend on availability of
water.

"Dry" eruptions – where magma has little-to-no interaction with ground
water or water on the Earth's surface – typically produces mildly
explosive eruptions such as lava fire fountains, showers of lava
fragments and lava flows.
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http://sp.lyellcollection.org/content/early/2016/11/04/SP446.8
http://www.geology.sdsu.edu/how_volcanoes_work/Hawaiian.html
http://www.geology.sdsu.edu/how_volcanoes_work/Strombolian.html
http://www.geology.sdsu.edu/how_volcanoes_work/Strombolian.html


 

The most explosive, hazardous eruptions form where rising magma
interacts with ground water, surface water or sea water. These "wet",
(phreatomagmatic) eruptions can produce deadly, fast moving, ground-
hugging currents of gas and volcanic material – called pyroclastic surges,
and send abundant fine volcanic ash into the atmosphere.

  
 

  

Fragments of the mantle (xenoliths) in a volcanic bomb erupted at Mt Noorat,
brought to the surface by ascending magma. Credit: Ray Cas

The Australian Mt Gambier eruption 5,000 years ago was a "wet"
eruption, and had a volcanic explosivity index of 4 on a scale of 0-8
(where 0 represents a lava eruption, 1 a spectacular lava "fire" fountain
as recently witnessed in Hawaii, and 8 represents a catastrophic
explosive super-eruption).
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https://volcanoes.usgs.gov/vsc/glossary/phreatomagmatic_eruption.html
http://sp.lyellcollection.org/content/145/1/145
http://sp.lyellcollection.org/content/145/1/145
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1029/JC087iC02p01231
https://geology.com/stories/13/volcanic-explosivity-index/


 

The accompanying ash column is estimated to have reached 5km to
10km into the atmosphere.

On Hawaii explosive eruptions are rarer because the magma has a low
gas content and groundwater aquifers are not as large as in the NVP.
However, when lava flows into the sea there are often phreatic or steam
explosions which can be hazardous to nearby spectators.

There's a lot we don't know

Another important factor relates to how we keep an eye on volcano risk
at the two sites. Kilauea on Hawaii is extremely well monitored, and
tracking magma moving underground has helped predict eruptions.

In contrast, the NVP is less well monitored, likely because there is no
present volcanic activity, and it's a huge region.

However, warning signs of an eruption are likely to be similar in the
NVP to those on Hawaii – small earthquakes, minor uplift and/or
subsidence of the ground, changes in ground temperature and gas or
steam rising out of the ground.

Also, based on present knowledge of the NVP, there is no clear eruption
pattern we can use to try to predict when or where the next eruption will
be.

If the NVP were to erupt, significant impacts on our lives would likely
occur. These may include:

the closure of surrounding roads by lava flows and ash fallout
volcanic ash and rocks loading roofs of local buildings
contamination of water reservoirs by ash
damage to machinery and electricity infrastructure by infiltrating
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https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00445-013-0769-3
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00445-013-0769-3
https://volcanoes.usgs.gov/vsc/glossary/phreatic_eruption.html
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-07-17/hawaii-explosion-sends-lava-bomb-into-boat-injuring-tourists/10002228
https://phys.org/tags/volcano/
https://volcanoes.usgs.gov/observatories/hvo/
https://www.wired.com/story/how-volcanologists-predicted-kilaueas-explosive-eruption/
http://www.academia.edu/5341698/THE_YOUNG_VOLCANIC_REGIONS_OF_SOUTHEASTERN_AUSTRALIA_EARLY_STUDIES_PHYSICAL_VOLCANOLOGY_AND_ERUPTION_RISK
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0377027316304127
https://volcanoes.usgs.gov/volcanic_ash/water_supply.html
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0377027316304085


 

ash respiratory problems for people prone to asthma, and
disruption to air traffic across southeastern Australia due to
drifting ash clouds driven by prevailing south-westerly winds.

Further scientific research is required on active volcanic fields such as
the NVP to know how fast magma travels from its source to the surface,
how much warning we might have before an eruption, and how long an 
eruption and its impacts might last.

This article was originally published on The Conversation. Read the 
original article.
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